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Steve Alexander is one of Britain's leading authorities on crop circles. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.

Crop Circles is an overview of the many crop circles that have been located around the world. The

circles are well photographed and the odd occurrences that accompany the circles are discussed.

The photographs are outstanding and are worth the price of the book. Please note: this is the Kindle

edition.The circles themselves are stunning. As art, they pass the test of beautiful designs, and the

book proves that contention without a problem.The three star rating is due to the inadequate

discussion of the creation of the circles. Mr. Alexander seems to assume some non-human element

in their creation. The deeper more complex scientific research that has gone into understanding how

the circles was created isn't here. In spite of this, the book is fun to read and will make a good

reference.AD2-t

It's okay. I liked the Lucy Pringle book better, but I was interested in the visual art, not the science. It

is interesting if you want a lot of text and science and information about fractals and a discussion

about whether they were faked. Given the precision of the math and the fact that they can really

only be truly appreciated from the air, probably not and certainly not by a couple of 67 year old men



using a device they operated by hand.

Best photography of the lovely circles.I have been following this for 25 years, and have all the

yearbooks.They are going to have to switch to cameras on drones, since heli hire hasbecome

prohibitive.

This book strikes a nice balance of words and pictures, words that describe the vast variety of

shapes and symbols with a firm (delightfully enlightening) grounding in numerology, and aerial

pictures that range from the most simple circle to the most complex and intricate patterns and

symbols. The format is large enough to do justice to the subject, and the organization is very good,

beginning with a basic cataloging of the patterns from 1 to 12, and the other different groupings

these mysterious phenomena can be discussed within, including sacred shapes, labyrinths, life

forms, knots and spirals, fractals, symbols and astronomical patterns. The most mind blowing for me

are those that use binary code to communicate directly and intellectually to us.The range of the crop

circle art represented here is truly phenomenal, really beyond words, and makes for a wonderful

study for anyone interested in sacred geometry, visual and graphic arts, symbology, and the

mystery of what it all means, and how we relate and fit into it all.I would think some of these would

make the absolute best tattoo designs as well.On whatever level you approach it, this is wonderful,

joyous art.

This is an extremely well illustrated publication by authors that are elite on the subject. If you are

looking for a deep-dive into the subject matter - who, what, and why - this may not be your first

purchase. But for most curious and early investigators, this is a great and rich visual journey!!

If you don't have a colour Kindle don't worry because I've got the old Kindle and can view the

images just fine and the patterns and explanations regarding their design is what makes this book

worth buying.The author proffers a metaphysical philosophy for crop circle design and extrapolates

an unfolding message from the overall history of crop circle waves that have flourished throughout

Britain. Starting with the simple designs and moving through to the more complex over a period of

each wave the author demonstrates how geometric design and the significance of various numbers

convey a message to humanity from the makers of the circles.I was impressed by the wide array of

photographed circle designs shown in the book with details of their size and aerial photos showing

the sheer magnitude of these things.



This book has an amazingly brilliant color photos, accompanied with articulate and informative

descriptions. The book also provides information about the circles themselves and possible

interpretations of their meanings. Wonderfully done!

fascinating!
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